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Abstract
Printer’s ‘The Birthday Party’ has received considerable recognition among literary critics over the last decade. This is mostly due to the fact that Pinter abandons the traditional portrayal of characters. Many critics, however, scarcely paid attention to the significance of the characters’ linguistic style, particularly, the extent the players’ rhetoric is used as a means for confusion and manipulation. As this research explains, Printer’s play exposes the ferocious and confusing functions of language beyond its normal function as a means of productive communication. To do so, the research concisely analyses the rhetorical style of the two main antagonists in The Birthday Party as they try to control and manipulate the main protagonist linguistically. The play also, as the research explains, reveals the link between the lack of communication among characters in a domestic space and the development of a sense of loss and alienation by the main protagonist.

1. INTRODUCTION
Harold Pinter’s plays have received conflicted responses because critics so often labelled the dramatist’s plays according to various dramatic conventions such as realist, absurdist or experimental. Nonetheless, any critical evaluation of the playwright’s dramas lacks validity without taking into consideration the context within which these plays were written and performed. From socio-cultural aspects, the dramatist lived in a period of time marked by many significant changes. Historically, “The 1950s was a curious and idiosyncratic decade”. (Lacey, 1995. P.1). Such period witnessed economic prosperity as well as “socio-political stability across England”. Art and literature, particularly modern drama, had their share of prosperity. Nonetheless, “viewed in terms of the plays alone, the moment of the fifties and the early sixties is a difficulty moment to map with any confidence: there are no manifesto, no obvious ‘schools’ of writing”. (Ibid. P.2). Some critics praised that period as they called it the “New Elizabethan Age” of drama, even though it “was driven with paradox and contradiction”. (Ibid, P.9). That period also has been characterized by multifaceted dramatic conventions. Harold Pinter and many other influential modern dramatists like John Osbourne and Samuel Becket were among those innovative dramatists who radically changed the English drama. Each dramatist,
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however, followed quite different dramatic convention, and each had different approach to deal with contemporary social issues.

John Osbourn’s realist play *Look Back In Anger* (1956) changed the dramatic convention in England during the 1950s. In a different way, Samuel Becket’s absurdist play *Waiting for Godot* undoubtedly laid the foundation for the ‘Theatre of Absurd’ which was radically different from previous dramatic genres. Some critics nonetheless found common similarities between Pinter’s theatre and Becket’s absurdist theatre though both dramatists had different dramatic styles. Notably, there is something unique about Pinter’s theatre which is quite distinguishable from his contemporaries. This has to do with Pinter’s unique realist portrayal of his characters. As stated by Raby (2009) Pinter’s name so often is “ associated with the social realism of Young Men, and with the absurdism of Beckett and Ionesco” (P.45). Some other critics even compared Pinter’s dark realism to Anton Chekov’s grim projection of reality. As Raby (2009) asserted there are several common factors in both dramatists, and they both used dark humour and satire in their drama to highlight the grim reality of less privileged individuals in society than simply instigating sympathy.

each (dramatist) uses comedy to pre-empt the audience from slipping into a consolatory emotional response of pathos and sentiment. Realism is thereby compromised by theatricality of speech, situation and character. In Chekhov some characters hide their pain behind a comic mask, whereas Pinter uses laughter to induce a retroactive guilt as audience insecurity parallels that of his characters. (Raby, 2009, p.50).

Pinter’s plays, however, are much complex to be categorized within the realist dramatic convention. Notably, critics made close association between Pinter’s plays and other two dramatic genres of the realist and absurd drama. Tenets of absurdism in Pinter’s plays “prompted comparison with the absurdist” like Samuel Becket and Eugene Ionesco. ‘The Theatre of Absurd’, as defined by Ionesco, is a type of drama which “ is devoid of purpose …cut off from his religious, metaphorical, and transcendental roots, man is lost; all his actions become senseless, absurd, useless”. (qtd in, Eliopoulos, 2019, P.40). Elements of absurd and realist are artistically intermixed in Pinter’s drama, particularly in *The Caretaker* and *The Birthday Party*. As critic Peter Raby states, Pinter’s drama “deconstructs social realism by divorcing the identification of character and environment, defamiliarizing the pedestrian and destabilising the audience with ultimately self-recriminating laughter”. (Raby, 2009, p.46). As the current research explains, Harold Pinter employs both realistic and absurdist elements for artistic purposes. In *The Birthday Party*, particularly, Pinter uses both realist and absurdist features to highlight the destructive function of language concerning alienating and cutting off certain individuals like Stanely from society and ultimately stripping him of his identity. Here, the main focus will be on showing the destructive mean, particularly the confusing rhetoric, the two antagonists would employ to manipulate the protagonist linguistically, and eventually stripping him of his identity.
2. Chaos and Estrangement in Troubled Domestic Space

The play’s first scene gives an impression of a realist play as a middle-aged couple is passing their time chatting about simple and ordinary subjects. Soon the realistic dramatic projection shifts into quite a different situation due to the couple’s strange, somehow surrealistic, use of language. The more the play proceeds, the further it moves from realism into absurdism. Raby (2009) referred to Pinter’s speech on certain occasions “what goes on in my plays is realistic, but what I’m doing is not realism.” (p.46). Such a shift can be felt from the linguistic tone and the sequential pattern of talking in Meg and Petey’s dialogue:


The conversation seemingly does not deliver a meaningful communicative message except the mechanical repetition of words, for the whole dialogue, " goes around in circles for a short while, and there is a comic play on words, which also contributes to the absurdity and meaninglessness of life.” (Mogensen, 2009, P.149). Typical of Pinter's style, there are elements of casualty and randomness in Meg and Petey's linguistic exchanges. Meg as a lonely middle-aged woman desperately tries to have meaningful communication with Petey who on his part appears indifferent and emotionless towards her:

.. are they nice? Petey. Very nice. Meg. I thought they'd be nice. (She sits at the table.)


Dialogue between the two characters takes the form of overused and meaningless daily speeches which are characterized by “repetition and lack of logic” ( Ibid). Each of the two characters tries to escape from the dreadful sense of alienation and loneliness in the domestic space of the boarding house. Due to her sense of loneliness, Meg desperately tries to build meaningful communication with Petey. On his part, Petey tries to escape a sense of loneliness and boredom by keeping himself preoccupied with some occupation outside the house. The absurd dialogue between the couple on stage may provide a grim picture of human relationships in general. Meg and Petey need to talk, but because they do not have sincere and genuine compassion toward each other, so they merely talk “about things that do not need to be discussed”. ( Bennet, 2015, P. 87). As an alternative to the lack of communication with Petey, Meg finds solace in Stanley’s companion, who ironically tries his best to distance himself from any fruitful communication. Their tense linguistic exchange provides a parody of a mother-son relationship. In a way, Stanely finds in Meg a compensation for a sense of lost motherhood she yearns for in her fruitless marriage. Stanley does not seem interested in building any kind of human relationship but rather he favours staying in a total state of solitude. The conflict arises when Meg forcibly tries to break Stanley’s state of solitude in his self-made domestic space:

Meg : (She goes to the door.) Stan! Stanny! (She listens.) Stan! I'm coming up to fetch you if you don't come down! I'm coming up! I'm going to count three! One! Two! Three! I'm coming to get you! (She exits and goes upstairs. (Pinter, 1991. p.13)

While Meg insists on treating Stanley like a “like good boy”, Stanley reacts rudely and even mistreats her verbally. Strangely, Stanely neither approves Meg’s motherly advances neither leaves the domestic space altogether. Thus, Stanley faces a dilemma between preserving the
private space he desperately tries to keep as a lodger or forcibly accepting Meg’s constant and torturous interrogations. Pinter cleverly hints at the hidden conflicts that exist in any domestic space where characters’ lack of communication and sense of absurdity overtake everything. Noticeably, there are striking similarities between Pinter’s play and Samuel Beckett’s Waiting For Godot, for the protagonists in both plays try to escape boredom and sense of estrangement through hollow and meaningless talking. As Raby (2009) states, “reviewers of The Birthday Party occasionally linked Beckett and Ionesco’s names”. (P.77). As in Becket's play, dialogues and verbal interaction in Pinter's play would become a method for estranged characters to find solace in each other’s company than building meaningful communication. To escape boredom and sense of alienation, Stanley finds amusement in tormenting his host verbally. This is the case when he accueses her not acting responsibly toward her husband:


On her part, Meg finds enjoyment in disturbing Stanley verbally, or even physically, by intruding into the private zone he desperately tries to keep himself within. She thinks she has every right to invade Shanley’s privacy whenever she likes. On his part, Stanley uses his superior linguistic skill to counter Meg’s aggressive attempt to breach his privacy. He takes advantage from Meg’s limited linguistic incompetence by using complex linguistic terms and lexis in his speech. As an example, Meg finds it difficult to comprehend the meaning of certain words like ‘succulent’, which Stanley purposely uses to intimidate and confuse her:


The tense relationship between Stanley and Meg may represent a symbolic projection of any abusive relationship that occurs in any domestic space where the inhabitants find enjoyment in tormenting each other. Strangely, Stanely does not exert any effort to practice his free will to escape the unhealthy domestic space but rather stays passive towards his surroundings:

The repressiveness of a dominating mother figure, who threatens the ego/identity of her son, and the son’s incapability of being emotionally independent and forming a family of his own, are characteristic of these relationships. Pinter’s son figures like Stanely, are therefore torn between the conflicting impulses of coming home and leaving home, and there is no solution to this dilemma. (Gordon, 2014, p. 179).

As in any troubled domestic space, the power relationship between Stanely and Meg is shifting back and forth between who could better intimidate the other. Whereas Meg tries to intimidate Stanely by projecting herself as a dominant, somehow totalitarian mother figure, Stanely on his part, tries to assert himself by using aggressive and intimidating language. Stanely’s threatening and intimidating linguistic tone is evident when he tries to assert himself as someone with high status in the boarding house:

Stanely. tell me, Mrs. Boles, when you address yourself to me, do you ever ask yourself who exactly you are talking to? Meg. Didn’t you enjoy your breakfast, Stan? (Pinter, 1991.p.21).
Ironically, Stanely himself will become a victim of verbal manipulation once the two other mysterious intruders, Goldberg and Mccan, arrive at the boarding house and begin tormenting him mercilessly. Alienated and isolated from the outside world, Stanley nonetheless identifies himself as someone with a higher social status than others. He claims he was once a professional concert pianist. He neither explains why he quitted his career, nor provides satisfactory reasons why he ended up jobless and outcasted at the boarding house. It is unclear whether or not Stanely had ever played as a professional pianist, or he had made up the story or even it is simply part of his own delusion. Stately self-identification as an artist may provide him with some sense of superiority against Meg. However, that kind of self-glorified image he desperately tries to project will be shattered once the two newly lodgers arrive at the boarding house.

3. The Arrival of Two Mysterious Intruders

Sudden arrivals of the two mysterious guests at the boarding house brings the play into a state of confusion. It is unclear whether or not either of Petey or Meg has any involvement in bringing the two strangers. Meg seems to be very pleased to have new guests at the boarding. They were amazed by the level of simplicity and naivety Meg displays at the very beginning of their conversation. Goldberg finds in Meg’s announcement of arranging a birthday party for Stanely an opportunity to better assert himself:


The exchange of the speech provides some hints that Goldberg has some mysterious scheme against Stanely. That scheme will be actualized during the birthday ceremony. Stanely expresses discontent and even alarms at the prospect of seeing two strangers at the boarding house. He views their arrival as an invasion of his private space. A sense of fear and bewilderment overtakes him and desperately tries to find out from Meg the identities of the two strangers and the reasons why they particularly have chosen the boarding house. This tense dramatic situation marks a symbolic shift of power relation between Meg and Stanley since the latter can no longer display himself as the only favoured guest at the boarding house. Meg on her part finds enjoys enjoyment in tormenting Stanely by withholding the identities of the two strangers, and the purpose of their visit:

Who is it? Meg The two gentlemen. Stanley. What two gentlemen? Meg. The ones that were coming… Stanley. They’ve come? Meg. They’re very nice, Stan. Stanley. Why didn’t they come last night? Meg. They said the beds were wonderful. Stanley. Who are they? Meg. They’re very nice, Stanley. Stanley- I said, who are they? Meg. I’ve told you, the two gentlemen. ( Pinter, 1991.p.34)

The two strange intruders, like Stanely, do not provide so much information about their personalities except they say they come here to “do ‘a job’”, and strangely “the nature of the job, its goal, and the previous relationship between Stanley and the intruders, remain purposely obscure.” ( Malkin, 1992. p.54 ). Remarkably, the mystery surrounding the arrival of two strangers and the state of confusion they cause in Pinter’s The Birthday Party allude to other literary works, like Kafka’s The Trial, in which two strangers torment the protagonist for ambiguous and mysterious reasons:
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In his screenplay of Franz Kafka’s The Trial, a novel of which Pinter was fond and which must have played some part in the intellectual genesis of The Birthday Party, Pinter opt stress the fact that the two warders who wake Joseph K to arrest him do so on his birthday. ( Batty, 2001, p. 92 )

Similar to Joseph K, the protagonist in Franz Kafka’s novel The Trial (1915), Stanley in Pinter’s play feels alienated and indifferent toward the two intruders. Strangely, he does not make any attempt to escape or evade the forthcoming tragic doom. The play provides some hints that there might be some connection or association between Stanely’s past and the two intruders. As if predicting the imminent danger, Stanely tells Meg about the upcoming intruders even before their arrivals:

..Stanley (advancing.) They're coming today. They're coming in a van. Meg Who? Stanley And do you know what they've got in that van? Meg What? Stanley They've got a wheelbarrow in that van. Meg (breathlessly.) They haven't. ( Pinter, 1991.p.24)

While the two intruders try to establish themselves in the house and start their interrogation of their victim, Stanly on his part tries desperately to evade any serious communication. McCain first approaches Stanley and begins questioning him about his personality. Tension arises when Stanely presses McCain to tell the reasons behind their arrival at the boarding house. Meg for a while “succeeds in lifting the tension by suggesting a birthday party for Stanley, who staunchly maintains that it is not”. (Eggenberger, 1972, P.428) On his part, Stanely tries to distance himself from any serious communication. When McCain inquires about Stanely’s past, he replies that he had a good life before settling down at Meg’s boarding house, and it was by chance that he ended up here. Apparently, the estranged Stanley doesn’t feel comfortable seeing McCain and his companion around him and asks them to leave the boarding house immediately. McCain on his part tries to deflect himself from Stanlye’s inquiry and starts talking about Stanley’s birthday. The scene develops into a linguistic duel between the two conflicting characters. Stanely angrily tells McCain that he suspects his presence and that he probably had met him before, but McCain gives no reasonable explanation as to whether there is any acquaintance between them. Stanely tries not to show any sign of weakness by talking about his somehow glorious past life as a reputed pianist, but McCain pays no serious attention to his talking.

Goldberg's masterful use of language distinguishes him from McCain when he interrogates Stanley. He presents himself as a self-made man and as a model of high morality. Deceptive and manipulative rhetoric becomes an effective tool through which he asserts his authority over the surrounding characters. His masterful linguistic capability, together with the charismatic personality, at first impresses both Meg and Petey. The way he narrates personal stories captivates other characters’ attention. For instance, he narrates stories which cannot be verified as either true or merely fiction. This is evident in the way he narrates his personal story which is filled with cunningly organized details:

Uncle Barney. Of course, he was an impeccable dresser. One of the old school. He had a house just outside Basingstoke at the time. Respected by the whole community. Culture? Don't talk to me about culture. He was an all-round man, what do you mean? He was a cosmopolitan. ( Pinter, 1991.p.27-28)
Using confusing and contradictory statements are among many effective means Goldberg uses to intimidate and confuse Stanley. Sometimes he gives too many details while “important things are not being said” (Silverstein, 1993, p.15). To assert his authority in the house, Goldberg first takes advantage of Meg’s naivety and Petey’s absence. He cunningly persuades Meg to go along with arranging a Birthday party for Stanley who totally dismisses the whole idea. Particularly, he has immense controlling authority over McCain. Their connection has not been clarified in the play except for a little reference to their associations with some sort of mysterious secret organization. McCain is fascinated by Goldberg’s charismatic personality and his skilful way of talking. He takes Goldberg’s words and recommendations seriously and follows his orders wholeheartedly. Goldenberg cunningly plays with words to manipulate McCain’s opinion by showing himself as someone who is really concerned about his well-being “at all events, McCain, /I can assure you that the assignment will be carried out and the mission accomplished /with no excessive aggravation to you or myself”. (Pinter, 1991.p.30). After the establish themselves in the boarding house, the two strange intruders begin their linguistic interrogation of Stanley with simple and casual speeches. It nonetheless develops into tense and aggressive verbal interrogation. In the meantime, “Stanley tries unsuccessfully to get Goldberg and McCann to leave the premises, but they refuse”. (Sternlicht, 2005, P.73). The first intruder starts questioning Stanley about where he has been living lately, and why he has been treating Meg so badly. Macan on his part puts further psychological pressure when he rudely snatches Stanley’s glass. This aggressive act irritates Stanley and he moves around to get it back. The aggressive intimidation, moreover, symbolizes the extent the intruders are trying to invade Stanley’s privacy. By creating a state of confusion and disarray in the house, Goldberg aims at isolating Stanley and eventually breaking him mentally. To add further confusion and anxiety, Goldberg begins asking unrelated and illogical questions such as:

Goldberg Webber, what were you doing yesterday? Stanley Yesterday? Goldberg And the day before. What did you do the day before that? Stanley, What do you mean? Goldberg Why are you wasting everybody's time, Webber? Why are you getting in everybody's way? Stanley Me? What are you Goldberg I'm telling you, Webber. (Pinter, 1991.p.47)

There are elements of ferocity and violence in the way Goldberg interrogates Stanley linguistically. Confused and puzzled, Stanley struggles to comprehend the overflow of questions. The ferocious and confusing rhetoric gradually takes a harsher turn when Goldberg questions Stanley: “what did” you “wear last week, Webber? or “what were you doing yesterday?” (Pinter, 1991.p. 47). As a cunning rhetorical trick, Goldberg begins interrogating Stanley like a criminal who belonged to the underground dark organization:


Ferocious and confusing rhetoric takes its grave effect slowly on Stanley as he gradually loses the power to argue and defend himself against the two intruders. Confused and panicked, he can’t defend himself against the accusations laid against him. In reality, the two invaders would "empower their victim more by the violent impact of their language than by any physical action”. (Sila, 2012, P.144). Contradictory statements would become an effective tool through which the intruders torment their victims. Their main objective is to bring him into a state of
mental breakdown. Linguistic manipulation, in a way, becomes “tools for manipulating reality. But it isn’t really words that manipulate reality, it is the manipulation of words" and that is what Goldberg and McCain do”. ( Paul Gee, 2014, P.113 ) For instance, Goldberg and McCain in the following lines use false and contradictory statements to confuse Stanley:


In the above speech, both intruders not only are trying to confuse the victim but also to make him doubt himself whether or not he had committed a crime. Confused and shocked, Stanley can’t comprehend the overflow of contradictory statements which he can’t neither deny or verify. Taking advantage of the victim’s confusing state of mind, both intruders further intimidate him verbally. Gradually, the ferocious and confusing language shifts to psychological manipulation, particularly when Goldberg begins asking ambiguous questions about Stanley’s supposedly dark past: In the following speech, for instance, the intruders shift the sequence of their interrogation:


Paradoxically, Goldberg 's contradictory statements cannot be verified as true or false, and their sole aim is to delude and confuse Stanley. To further delude the victim, the two intruders shift their linguistic strategy by asking Stanley illogical and ambivalent questions like “when did you last pray?”, and “is the number 864 possible or necessary? ( 1. P. 50), and at the same time rejecting every answer given by Stanley. Confused by the ferocious linguistic manipulation, Stanely can’t deny nor assert the senseless and irrational questions. Sometimes, the psychological intimidation takes a harsher turn when the interrogators use nonsensical and confusing statements, like “Which came first?! Chicken? Egg? And,” Do you know your own face? ( 2. 50) , which brings Stanely into states of confusion and delusion:

interrogation here combines questions that echo the rhetoric of police interrogation, and others that suggest that the interrogators and Stanley are all members of the same criminal gang; a third category are nonsensical questions, that point nowhere in particular but to the functioning of language – but they all are directed to Stanley as if to confuse him, make him insecure and therefore vulnerable. ( Olsson, 2013, P.146).

The more the two intruders intimidate Stanley psychologically or even physically, the more he feels estranged and alienated. This is evident when the intruders’ ferocious and confusing rhetoric changes into personal attacks which include, among others; verbal abuse, humiliating comments, ferocious language, and physical threats. The intruders’ intimidation of Stanely takes an aggressive turn when they begin to intimidate and abuse him verbally by calling him “traitor”, “a plague “! “ an overthrow”, “ odour”, and even they threaten to “sterilize” him. This verbal intimidation takes its grave effect on Stanly’s mental and psychological capacity. This becomes materialized in Stanly’s aggressive reaction when he burst out angrily and "kicks Goldberg in the stomach" ( Pinter, 1991.p.52)
4. Chaos and Disarray During the Birthday Ceremony

Both Goldberg and McCain exploit the Birthday Party Ceremony as an opportunity to further intimidate Stanly both physically and mentally. To isolate Stanly from his surroundings, Goldberg uses his linguistic skills to manipulate less intelligent characters like Meg and Lulu. With Meg, he exploits her naivety by praising her new dress, and then he takes the initiative to ask other characters to participate in arranging Stanly’s supposedly birthday party. As a gentlemanly gesture, he asks Meg to deliver a speech. This gentlemanly manner further impresses Meg who innocently expresses a compassionate motherly-like speech: “he’s my Stanley now. / And I think he's a good boy, / although sometimes he's bad.” (Pinter, 1991.p. 55) McCain, on his part, knows his role perfectly in executing the task assigned to him. He waits for the right opportunity to begin the greater process of psychological intimidation of Stanly. Goldberg’s celebratory speech, though seemingly praising Stanley’s happy occasion, yet it is filled with ambiguous and irrational utterances:

How often, in this day and age, do you come across real, true warmth? Once in a lifetime. Until a few minutes ago, ladies and gentlemen, I, like all of you, was asking the same question. what's happened to the love, the bonhomie, the unashamed expression of affection of the day before yesterday, that our mums taught us in the nursery? (Pinter, 1991.p.56)

Typical of Goldberg, the speech is filled with vague, irrelevant, somehow illogical statements. It nonetheless captures the attention of all the attendants. Meg naively is impressed by Goldberg’s seemingly compassionate and gentlemanly manners. Similarly, Lulu praises his skilful use of language by calling him a “marvellous speaker”. Stanely feels lonely and isolated during the exchange of speeches. His sense of alienation grows seeing Lulu and Meg abandon him and joining Goldberg and McCain. The birthday ceremony gradually descends into chaos and disarray. Neither Meg nor Lulu feels what Stanley is going through and they don’t offer any assistance. “During the party, all character’s drink, and play blind man’s buff. This is children game turns immediately into a violent act.” (Baştan, 2020, P.45). Each character plays his/her part in the ceremony, and both Goldberg and McCain exploit that opportunity to further intimidates Stanely. In the darkness, Stanly feels estranged, and he is no longer feeling safe in the comfort zone he thought it might protect him. While he struggles to find his way in the darkness, McCain cunningly tries to intimidate him physically by snatching his glass. Both Meg and Lulu are fully emersed into the dancing ritual and they are totally distracted from seeing Stanley’s deteriorating situation. The strange ceremony reaches its turning point when Stanely is blindfolded and forced to “play blindman’s bluff”. In the meantime, “McCain, who has been holding Stanely’s glasses, breaks them”. Then the “lights suddenly go off”, and the ceremony turns into violent “menace” (Sternlicht, 2005, P. 73). To further intimidate Stanely, McCain picks up the drum and places it sideways in Stanley's path, and he unknowingly walks into the drum and falls over with his foot caught in it. Strangely, the intruders’ abusive action against Stanley goes unnoticed by both Lulu and Meg. The broken glass symbolizes Stanly’s loss of sense in-front of the violent external world. Similarly, the broken drum indicates that the absurd ceremony soon descends into chaos and disorder. As unconscious reactions to physical and mental intimidations, Stanley assaults Lulu and she screams and faints. That
violent act would provide the intruders with golden opportunity to manage and control Stanley physically.

5. Stanley’s Transformation and the Loss of His Identity
After the Birthday Party’s violent ritual, Stanley appears on stage devastated both physically and mentally. His sense of loss and estrangement indicates that the two intruders have somehow succeeded in bringing him into total submission to their will. The surrounding characters one way or another have been affected. Lulu has been physically assaulted, and she no longer cares about Stanley’s deteriorating situation. Meg, too, has been affected and deluded by the violent ceremony, and she does not remember what had happened during the birthday ceremony. Similar to early scenes in the play, she begins the new scene with mechanical and nonsensical speech with Petey. Stanley is missing which makes Petey inquire about his whereabouts. Meg tells Petey that she has no idea, and yet she doubts that Stanley and McCain might have some connection. Goldberg cunningly interacts with Petey and tries to distract him from seeing Stanley’s deteriorating situation. He had already prepared a black car outside the boarding-house, and a wheelchair to transport the collapsed Stanley to an unidentified location. When Petey insists on knowing about Stanley’s condition, Goldberg replies with a sarcastic and mocking tone: “what came over him?/ Breakdown, Mr. Boles. pure and simple/ nervous breakdown” (Pinter, 1991.p.71). Goldberg always finds a way to trick others, and he cunningly assures Petey that “It’s all taken care of” (Pinter, 1991.p.74) by “Monty”, who is probably someone with medical qualifications. When Petey insists on knowing about Stanley’s condition, Goldberg uses his confusing linguistic style to distract him from thinking of him:

Goldberg. You’ll have a crowded beach today …on a day like this. They’ll be lying on their backs, swimming out to sea. My life. What about the deck chairs? Are the deck chairs ready? Petey. I put them all out this morning. Goldberg. But what about the tickets? Who’s going to take the tickets? (Pinter, 1991.p.75)

At the final stage in Stanley’s linguistic interrogation, the two intruders begin preparation to bring their victim into a total mental breakdown. To assert his authority, Goldberg linguistically manipulates and even physically threatens McCain to follow his orders. He has a unique linguistic style in asserting his authority which is so often delivered through a mixture of sarcastic narration. This can be noticed in the following lines in which he uses confusing rhetoric:

Follow the line, the line, McCann, and you can’t go wrong. What do you think, I’m a self-made man? No! I sat where I was told to sit. I kept my eye on the ball. School? Don’t talk to me about school. Top in all subjects. And for why? Because I’m telling you, I’m telling you, follow the line? Follow my mental? Learn by heart. (Pinter, 1991.p.77)

The preparation to bring Stanley into mental breakdown would not be the last stage, but rather part of a longer process of rehabilitating, or re-shaping his character. Goldberg and McCain begin preparation to bring Stanley to the stage and subject him to the most cruel interrogation. In the first stage of the interrogation they “verbally bludgeon(ed) Stanley into submission and silence by the sheer number and variety of their accusations” (Rega, 1995. P.24). The final stage would be different as Stanley shows no sign of discontent since he has lost awareness about the surrounding. Once again, Goldberg appears at this stage as the sole representative of
authority. The forcible transformation of Stanely, in a certain way, epitomizes the mechanism of total authority through which an individual is subjected and manipulated. Symbolically, Goldberg and McCain may represent ultimate power, “the hierarchy, the establishment, the arbiters, the socio-religious monsters” (Baker, 2009, P.184), or the cruelty of authoritarian rulers. To further assert their authority, Goldberg uses ferocious rhetoric against Lulu. She has already been subjected to Goldberg's intimidation and maltreatment during the birthday party. Once again, she becomes a victim of verbal misuse as Goldberg in an ironic speech tells her to “confess” as if she is a real sinner. Her protesting speech gives implicit hints at the extent she has been subjected to intimidation: “I've seen everything that's happened. I know what's going on. I've got a pretty shrewd idea” (Pinter, 1991.p. 81). When Lulu finally leaves the house, Goldberg and McCain prepare Stanley for the final phase of Stanlye’s interrogation. Stanley, who is dressed in a dark suit and “white collar” is in very bad condition, and he still holds his broken glasses. The broken glass symbolizes total loss and alienation. Moreover, the dark dress is associated with the tragic destiny awaiting Stanley.

Stanely gradually is subjected to the long process of ferocious and confusing verbal attacks. And the final linguistic intimidation is very tense and filled with contradictory statements. They include aggressive verbal abuse and hidden threats, yet "Stanley shows no reaction, and remains with no movement". (Pinter, 1991.p.82). The aim is not only to destroy his will to resist but also to deconstruct his identity. They deceptively promise to heal him, because as they claim, has been "cocked for years", and he needs a long process of rehabilitation. Through a long sequence of confusing exchanges of speeches between McCain and Goldberg, Stanely is getting confused:

```
```

The ferocious and confusing interrogation instigates fear and panic in Stanley as he can't follow up the sequence of nonsensical and contradictory statements. Notably, the intruders’ interrogation “generates both cultural discourse, with references to songs and novels (or to films), as well as a distinctively diagnostic discourse, with medical terms.” (Olsson, 2013, P. 146). The reason behind such mixing and shifting style of language is to make Stanley lose concentration. This happens when the linguistic items and symbolic representation are detached from each other. “This goes on for some time, with the interrogators adding more and more lines with no interrogative logic to them.” (Ibid). Such a sequence of nonsensical statements would gradually descend into direct ferocious verbal abuse. The main objective is to make Stanley not only lose touch with reality, but also deconstruct his identity. Through a sequence of confusing and contradictory statements, the interrogators promise to reshape and transform Stanely:

```
```


Alienated and confused, Stanely sits between his interrogators silently and linguistically crippled. In such a dramatic situation, Stanley “appears to have been brainwashed and is incapable of speaking or resisting his tormentors who verbally attack him again.” (Sternlicht, 2005, p.73). Goldberg is well aware of the extent the aggressive rhetoric affected Stanely, and he cunningly shifts his linguistic strategy by pressing him to speak out and say his opinion:

what do you think? Eh, boy? (Stanley begins to clench and unclench his eyes). McCain What’s your opinion, sir? Of this prospect, sir? Goldberg Prospect. Sure. Sure, it’s a prospect. (Stanley’s hands clutching his glasses begin to tremble.) What’s your opinion of such a prospect? Eh, Stanley? (Pinter, 1991, p.84).

Ironically, the hasty and confusing interrogation does not leave any chance for Stanely to reply, and he can’t hardly comprehend the confusing situation. Afterwards, both interrogators cunningly “use three different forms of address here : Stanley’s name, but also the contemptuous ‘boy’ and the falsely polite ‘sir’”. (Olsson, 2013, p.146). Gradually, Stanely loses the capacity to “concentrate, and ‘fails’ to emit ‘sounds from his throat’” (Pinter, 1991, p.84). Eventually, the interrogators’ ferocious and confusing rhetoric produces the desired result as Stanely breaks down physically and becomes linguistically crippled:

well, Stanny boy, what do you say, eh? (They watch. He concentrates. His head lowers, his chin draws into his chest, and he crouches.) Stanley. Ug-gughh… McCain. Mr Webber! What’s your opinion, Stan? What do you think of the prospect? (Pinter, 1991, p.84-85)

Stanely’s loss of the power of argument symbolizes the loss of his identity. Interestingly, no one except Petey rushes to his assistance. Unfortunately, Petey’s last attempt to offer assistance brings no result at all. “When Petey finally (insists on assisting Stanely) tries to help Stanley and Goldberg threaten to take him along with Stanley in the big car waiting, he backs away out of fear. (Sternlicht, 2005, p.74). Finally, Pete submits to Goldberg’s will and, similar to other characters, lets Stanley’s fate to be decided by the two mysterious intruders. The final scene in which Stanely will be taken outside the boarding house collapsed and speechless indicates the tragic end of Stanley’s individuality. Pinter through the destruction of Stanely’s character brings into focus a grim reality which is the extent of confusing and ferocious rhetoric not only destroys an individual’s will to resist but also deconstructs his/her identity altogether.

6. CONCLUSION

Overall, Harold Pinter in the play presented a dark portrayal of modern Humans trapped within violent and absurd surroundings. In the play, Pinter used both realist and absurdist features to highlight the destructive and confusing function of language. Here, the dramatist cleverly hinted at hidden tensions aroused within a troubled domestic space where lack of communication and violence overtake everything. The tense relationship between the protagonist and the female host at the boarding house represented a symbolic projection of an abusive relationship that exists in any troubled domestic space where the inhabitants find enjoyment in tormenting each other. The play particularly reflected on the dangerous impact of confusing and ferocious rhetoric on the protagonist. This is materialized when two intruders invaded the protagonist’s private space and begun the process of linguistic intimidation. The
ferocious and confusing rhetoric had immense impact on the protagonist as he gradually lost ability to argue and defend himself against the two intruders. Confused and panicked, the protagonist couldn’t debunk the accusations laid against him. By creating a state of confusion and disarray in the house, the two antagonists in the play succeeded in isolating the protagonist and eventually destroying him both mentally and physically. The final stage of the protagonist’s mental break happened after a long process of confusing and ferocious linguistic intimidation. Symbolically, the protagonist’s loss of linguistic capability indicated his loss of identity. Here, Pinter in the play highlight the ferocious and confusing role the modern rhetoric could play in deluding, and most dangerously, stripping the identity of modern Human Being in contemporary society.
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